AD 35TH ERA (1701 – 1750 AD): 35TH SIGN AURIGA “HIGH PRIEST TETHERS THE GOATS”

**STAR PROPHECY**

The constellation of Auriga sits above the ecliptic, in the ‘The Land’ part of the sky, or the dwelling of the righteous.

The brightest star (1st magnitude) is Alioth (Hebrew) “She-Goat” also known as Capella (Latin). Another bright star (1st magnitude) is Menkilion “Chain of the Goats”. This describes a flock of goats tethered to their master.

The five bright stars in Auriga form a circle, or goat pen. Other stars: Maaz “Flock of Goats”, Gedi “Kid Goats”, and Aiyuk “Wounded” (in foot of Goatherd).

In Biblical typology ‘goats’ are Jews. But what is a Jew? Canaanites who passionately resisted God! Think of ‘goats’ as people of an historic Biblical faith who have forsaken those beliefs and adopted worldly ways with a smattering of festivals and traditions. What was heart faith has debased into merely a cultural distinctive.

It was to the ‘goats’, educated & worldly living, that revival preachers set out to reach.

**HISTORICAL EVENTS**

The ‘Great Awakening’: faith in Jesus Christ in Britain & United States is resurrected; just like in Auriga there are two really bright stars: Whitfield & Wesley.

Sadly, the goats became tethered: tied to pastors & teachers; and the revival ran out. The saved souls were netted into new sects (Methodist & Weslayan)

1704 AD John Locke dies: ‘father of liberalism’
1707 AD Scotland & England become United Kingdom
1709 AD Wesley age 6 is rescued from his father’s burning Rectory
1726 AD Moravian Revival: saints in prayer 24 hours
1728 AD Moravians publish 1st Daily Devotions
1734 AD J. Edwards Revival Preaching: Mass. USA
1737-43 AD G. Whitefield is saved, starts preaching
1738-91 AD John Wesley Revival Preaching: U.K.

The revivals were marked by public displays of repentance for sin and prayer for salvation.